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Interface Fitur Statik



KELAS ABSTRAK

 We discussed how beneficial it is to consolidate
common features of two or more classes into a
common superclass, a process known as
generalization.

 For example, we noticed similarities between the
Student and  Professor classes (e.g., both
declared a name attribute and methods to get/set
its value), and  so we created the Person class
after the fact to serve as a generalization of both
Students and  Professors.



ABSTRACT CLASSES.
 OO languages such as Java come to the rescue

with the concept of abstract classes.
 An abstract class is used to define what

behaviors a class is required to perform without
having to provide an explicit  implementation of
how each and  every such behavior will be
carried out.



ABSTRACT CLASSES.
 We program an abstract class in much the same

way that we program a nonabstract class (akaa
concrete class),  with one  exception: for those
behaviors for which we can’t (or care  not  to)
program a generic implementation (e.g., the
establishCourseSchedule method in the
preceding example), we’re permitted to specify
method headers without having to program the
corresponding method bodies.

 We refer to a “bodiless,” or header-only, method
declaration as an abstract method.

 And, to differentiate such methods from methods
with bodies, we’ll refer to the latter as
implemented methods.



ILUSTRASI
 Kelas Course:
 Terdapat metode:

establishCourseSchedule
 Berbeda aturan:
 A lecture course may

meet only once a week
for three hours at a time.

 A lab course may meet
twice a week for two
hours each time.

 An independent study
course may meet on a
custom schedule that has
been jointly negotiated
by a given student and
professor.



PENGGUNAAN KELAS ABSTRAKS
 The establishCourseSchedule

method is declared to be
abstract by adding the abstract
keyword to its header, just
before the return type.

 Note that the header of an
abstract method has no braces
following the closing
parenthesis of the parameter
list.

 Instead, the header is fol- lowed
by a semicolon (;)—that is, it’s
missing its code body, which
normally contains the detailed
logic of how the method is to be
performed.

 The method must therefore be
explicitly labeled as abstract to
inform the compiler that we
didn’t accidentally forget to
program this method



 Whenever a class contains one  or more abstract
methods, then we must declare the class abstract
as a whole  by inserting the abstract keyword
ahead of the class keyword in the class
declaration:

 public abstract class Course  {  ... }



IMPLEMENTASI KELAS ABSTRAKS

 When we derive a class from an abstract
superclass, the subclass will inherit all of the
superclass’s features, including all of its
abstract methods.

 To replace an inherited abstract method with a
concrete version, the  subclass need merely
override it; in so doing, we drop the  abstract
keyword from the method header and  replace
the terminating semicolon with a method body
(i.e., code  enclosed in braces).



public  class  LectureCourse extends Course  {
// Details omitted.

// Override the   abstract establishCourseSchedule method  with
a  concrete
// version by  (a) removing  the   abstract keyword  from  the
method  header
// and  (b) providing a  method  body.
public void  establishCourseSchedule(String startDate, StringendDate)  {
// Logic  specific to the   business rules for a  LectureCourse
// would  be  provided here   ... pseudocode.
determine what  day  of the   week  the   startDate falls  on;
determine how many weeks  there are  between  startDate and
endDate;
schedule one  three-hour class  meeting per  week  on  the
appropriate day  of the   week;
}
}



 Note that in overriding the
establishCourseSchedule method, we’ve dropped
the abstract key- word from the method header
because the method is no longer abstract; we’ve
implemented it by providing it with a method
body.

 In so doing, we’re also able to drop the abstract
keyword from the LectureCourse class
declaration:

 // No  need  for the   "abstract" keyword  here!
 public  class  LectureCourse extends Course  {  ... }

 because LectureCourse no longer contains any
abstract methods; it is a concrete class.



ABSTRACT CLASSES AND
INSTANTIATION

 Abstract classes cannot be instantiated. That
is, if the Course class is declared to be abstract,
then we can’t ever instantiate generic Course
objects in our application—an attempt to do so
will result in a compilation error:
 Course c  = new Course();   //
Impossible!

 Here’s the error message:
 Course is  abstract;  cannot be  instantiated





“BREAKING THE SPELL OF ABSTRACTNESS”
BY IMPLEMENTING ABSTRACT METHODS
 Class A is abstract because it

declares an abstract method foo;
objects of type A therefore cannot
be instantiated.

 Class X is derived from A, and  is a
concrete class because it concretely
implements the abstract method foo
as inherited from A. Thus, we can
instantiate objects of type X.

 Class B is abstract because it
inherits the abstract method foo
from A without implementing it.
Note that B also introduces a
second abstract method, bar, of its
own. Objects of type B therefore
cannot be instantiated.

 Class Y is concrete because it
implements all of the abstract
methods that it has inherited from
its various ancestors—foo from A
and  bar from B. Thus, we can
instantiate objects of type Y.
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